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Adolfo Domínguez 

"Spanish Design"

If you like simple, modern and elegant clothes, this shop is worth a visit.

Adolfo Domínguez is a Spanish designer who became known in the 80s

because of his statement, "Creases are beautiful", which was used to

imply wrinkles were also beautiful (la arruga es bella). His clothes retail

worldwide and are all about elegance and simplicity. The store stocks a

wide range of clothes for women and men, at more affordable prices than

typical designer gear. There's also a fine range of accessories, including

perfumes for men and women.

 +52 55 282 1810  www.adolfodominguez.com/  209 Emilio Castelar, Mexico City
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Aldo Conti 

"Italian Design"

This chain of stores, which specialises in formal wear for men, is

characterised by the Italian design of its stock, from accessories such as

belts and socks to elegant suits with modern cuts. Casual sweaters, silk

ties and cotton shirts are some of the other items offered. The stylish

stores are well-maintained and the staff is friendly and helpful.

 www.aldoconti.com  187 y 188-B Avenida Universidad, 1000 L., Colonia Santa

Cruz Atoyac, Mexico City
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Pieles Hanson 

"Original Designs & Styles in Fur"

Specialists in fur products, Pieles Hanson offers chic original designs and

excellent quality. The collection at Hanson includes boots, hats, coats and

jackets, for men and women, all guaranteed and made as unique and

legitimate products. The store also offers an impressive collection of

accessories, belts and scarves, that complement the other products. While

the products might seem pricey at first, you eventually realize it was all

worth the money you spent.

 +52 55 5280 2108  www.pieleshanson.com/  499 Presidente Masaryk, Mexico City
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